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*** Introduction ***

     This Astrological Child Report has been designed as a guide for Michael's parents, with a special
commitment: to help with Michael's growth and cultural upbringing, to emphasize and strengthen his assets, and

to alert the parents to mistakes or possible problems that Michael could face in his life.

     Chapter 1 describes Michael the way he really is (position of the Sun), and the way his personality is
expressed (Ascendant sign). Chapters 2 and 3 describe the influences linked to his mother and father

respectively, which DOES NOT mean a description of their personalities, but the way Michael sees them,

experiences them, and which characteristics he takes from each one. In the astrological chart of a brother or
sister, the description of parents could be different due to the individual's perspective. Chapter 4 completes the

sequence of the description of Michael's temperament, focusing his mind, his attitude toward education, and his

intellectual capacity.

     Chapter 5 describes Michael's destiny, his vocation, his profession, and the probability of success in the
material world. In order to get an appropriate view of Michael's vocational possibilities, it will be necessary to

combine what is in this chapter plus what is in Chapter 1 and any other relevant information in the report.

     Chapter 6 analyzes the conditions of Michael's health; some tendencies or possibilities to physical diseases

are mentioned, which DOES NOT mean that Michael is going to suffer from them, one by one.  It does mean

that those are his weak points and he is inclined to those possibilities. As a complement, some recommendations
for Michael to have better nutrition are mentioned. PLEASE CONSULT A PHYSICIAN REGARDING ANY
PHYSICAL PROBLEMS THAT YOUR CHILD MAY HAVE!!! FOLLOW YOUR PHYSICIAN'S

ADVICE AND ANY MEDICATION OR THERAPY THAT HE/SHE RECOMMENDS!!! ASTROLOGY
SHOULD NEVER BE USED AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL ATTENTION!!!

     Finally, Chapter 7 describes the astrological influence of the outer planets which affect all the children who

were born in the same period of years, producing common ideas and behaviors and subsequent generational
characteristics.

     It is probable that you may find some contradictions in the report; this is because some planets may be
beneficial in a certain area of life while other planets may be less helpful or even harmful. This means that Michael

may have both positive and negative experiences in the same area. You need to draw on your intuition and
common sense to come to your own conclusions. But remember that every child, no matter the sign he/she was

born in, needs LOVE in order to grow up in the right way.
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*** Astrological Data ***

For the benefit of students of astrology, the positions of the

planets at the time of birth and other technical information is

given below:

 
Sun      6 Vir 19               Neptune   2 Sco 35
Moon    17 Pis 06               Pluto     2 Vir 10
Mercury 25 Leo 20               Asc.     16 Gem 49
Venus   17 Leo 18               MC       21 Aqu 24
Mars    22 Tau 07               2nd cusp  7 Can 59
Jupiter 28 Lib 34               3rd cusp 28 Can 09
Saturn  19 Sag 08               5th cusp 22 Vir 14
Uranus  13 Leo 31               6th cusp  3 Sco 46

Tropical  Placidus   Summer Saving Time observed

GMT: 04:53:00   Time Zone: 6 hours West
Lat. and Long. of birth place: 41 N 35 36 87 W 20 47

Aspects and orbs:
Conjunction:  7 Deg 00 Min
Opposition :  6 Deg 00 Min
Square     :  6 Deg 00 Min
Trine      :  6 Deg 00 Min
Sextile    :  4 Deg 00 Min
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*** Chapter 1 ***

General description of the child: essential nature and

personality. Physical body and childhood.

Sun in Virgo:

     The child of Virgo is quiet, peaceful and shy. Michael is very delicate and will be selective about food very
early. Once his parents know what he likes, he is easy to please, does not demand too much work, and does

what he is asked to. As he grows he starts to show his intelligence and his capacity for details. He has fun

discovering things other people usually do not see. He is tidy and neat with his toys. He is very shy with strangers
at home; he does not speak, he hides in different places, or he just stands motionless. As he starts to feel

comfortable, he releases pressure. He has a complex personality and is so sensitive, he gets hurt very easily. Any

challenge, criticism or mockery generates a complex almost immediately. Often he feels insecure or inferior. His

parents must help him develop his self-esteem from the start, by demonstrating their love and support repeatedly.

One word of praise is not enough, because he may not take it seriously. He is a good friend of his mother and he
is always helping with the housework. You do not need to ask him twice to do something.

     At school Michael can become one of the best pupils for the teacher because of his dedication and discipline.
He sometimes even corrects his teacher. He is a perfectionist. The Virgo child is not satisfied with things in

writing, but requires physical proof. He has a very inquisitive mind. It is good for him to have many educational

games at hand to stimulate his mental capacity. Education plays an important role in this child's life, because the
more he learns, the more confidence he will have in himself. The child of Virgo who does not receive a very good
education can have many problems as an adult, such as being unhappy, shy or introverted, or having feelings of

inferiority. He will have very precise habits, and will have a place for everything. He will complain about his
brothers and sisters when they want to destroy his tidy world. He may criticize all the members of the family and

even imitate them in a funny way.

     His emotional world is very complex and much of the time he will not let anybody know what is going on
inside of him. In adolescence, he becomes more sensitive, so his parents should not make fun of his first steps in
love. This could cause deep wounds which could affect his future where love is concerned. You can bring out the

best in him by using delicacy, gentleness and a logical way of speaking. He yields in the face of aggressiveness
and he becomes paralyzed instead of exploding. A good way to improve his future emotional life is to teach him

how to show his feelings freely. It is also very important to talk naturally about sex, to make him feel more
secure. You do not have to be afraid of spoiling this child or of creating illusions in him. He is very realistic,

clever, and all the fantasies he develops in childhood will contribute to his emotional balance in the future.

Gemini Rising Sign:

     If there is no other astrological indication against it, Michael will be tall and thin, with long arms and legs. He

will have electric movements and an uneasy look in his eyes. He will remain childlike all his life, always looking

younger than he really is. Michael will be very curious and will always be willing to communicate, which is why he

will learn to talk and walk quite fast. He will also be restless and will not be able to stay in one place too long. He

can get bored quite easily and will always try to find new things to enjoy. His great intelligence allows him to
escape from every kind of control, and also gives him a great talent to entertain when he is with people. Michael

will be talking with adults very early as well as with children of his own age. He will have no inhibitions about

talking. If Michael shows a precocious inclination for literature, parents should help him write and bring out his
fantasies. If his Sun (as shown above) is located in Cancer or Pisces, it is likely that he will be very easily

influenced by and dependent on those around him. That is why parents must always keep an eye on his friends

(even as an adult!). He will be able to undertake two or more tasks at the same time. Most likely he will do the

same in his love life!
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     His childhood is ruled by Mercury, and its influence on his intellect is powerful. Usually the place where he

lives will be very stimulating. His family will be involved in many changes, and it is probable that this family will be

connected with the public, or will be a well-known family. It is possible that Michael will do some traveling as a
child which may strengthen his tendency to be a journalist. He will be very good at languages, and should be

encouraged to study one of them in early years. His relationship with his brothers and sisters will be very

important because he will look for an ally among them. If he does not have brothers or sisters, he will do it with

friends. Mercury's beam works as an incentive for his communication and for trading; that is why you should not
worry if you see him selling things at school.
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*** Chapter 2 ***

Maternal figure: emotions, feelings, capacity to love

and share.

Moon in Pisces:

     The emotional world of Michael will be full of fantasies and illusions. He will be moved very easily, and he will
often cry, either for joy or sadness. He will be very compassionate toward anyone who is suffering and will

always be ready to help. Michael will have a vivid imagination and will live much of the time in his own world. He

is acutely sensitive to everything that is happening around him. Telepathy, or other forms of extrasensory
perception, will probably become evident during his life.

     His mother will probably be very affectionate and loving, perhaps sacrificing her own life for her family.

Michael will have an idealized image of his mother; as an adult, he will have many problems trying to accept his

mother's defects or failures. She may tend to overprotect him, so he must learn to defend himself, and to develop
a stronger and more self-confident attitude toward problems. Michael will not like to face things in a cold and

rational way, instead he will have a very humane and emotive point of view. This astrological influence can bring
great artistic ability to Michael and he can excel in music, painting, or the theater.

Moon in 10th house:

     Michael's mother will have a deep influence on his destiny, especially on his ideas, priorities, and on the
choice of his future career. Michael will learn to be sensitive to the feelings of others and will be successful in any

profession dealing with people, especially women. Reputation will play an important role in his life.  His ambitions
can often dominate her feelings. This astrological position will bring fame and social recognition, and his private

life may become public.

Moon Square Saturn:

     Michael will probably have some painful experiences during his childhood which will affect the expression of

his feelings. Michael needs sensitivity from his mother to make him feel secure. He may seem shy and very
reserved, with a cool and distant facial expression. Michael could feel very lonely at times, and if he does not

learn how to show his feelings, he could experience some solitary periods in the future.

Venus in Leo:

     Michael will be ardent and romantic. His manner of expression will be exaggerated and a bit theatrical.

Michael will love life itself, and people too, though he will be very selective and will always prefer outstanding
people. He will have a very deep self love and may be vain. Michael will prefer everything to be refined and in

good taste. His clothes and physical appearance will be very important to him. He will love a great social life:

going to parties, meetings and other events which give him a chance to show off. As an adult Michael will have

many romances, but once he is in love he will be loyal to his feelings.

Venus in 3rd house:

     In general, Michael will enjoy life with brothers, sisters, and relatives. His expression will be refined; if he
shows artistic inclinations, Michael could combine his intellect with his great creativity and become a good writer.

He will not enjoy either arguing or rough talking. Michael will prefer to use persuasion instead of force to achieve

his aims.

Venus Conjunction Uranus:
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     Michael will be very sociable and very particular about his choice of friends. Usually, parents will not agree

with his choice, and this could get worse as Michael grows. He will be rebellious and will search for his own
freedom. His creativity will be remarkable, though his energy can be inconsistent and scattered. He will not feel

comfortable with routines or restrictions. It will be wise to teach him to respect the feelings of others, as he will

tend to change his mind quite easily and to get involved in unusual situations without thinking about how others

are affected. The best thing to do is neither to criticize nor to limit him, but just to suggest ideas, if possible!

Venus Square Mars:

     It is most likely that Michael will have a stormy relationship with the parent of the opposite sex, and this may

also be true in his romantic relationships as an adult. It will be very important to resolve these conflicts of wills, in

order for him to have a happy future. Michael will be very possessive, jealous, and blunt with his demonstrations.

His feelings will be intense and will be shown in an ardent way. He can go from feeling love to hate and vice

versa quite easily. Michael will start getting into relationships early and will experience these situations in a
dramatic way.

Venus Trine Saturn:

     Michael will be reserved and will not often show his feelings, but once he falls in love or loves someone, will

be very loyal and tender. Michael will have few friends but they will last a lifetime. He will be attracted to people
who care a lot about life, and will feel more comfortable in small groups than large ones. His emotional life will be
very stable and Michael will work hard to overcome any problems in his married life. To Michael, love is linked

to responsibility.

Jupiter in Libra:

     Starting at an early age, Michael will recognize the beauty in everything. He will be elegant and delicate; his
sympathy will attract everybody, and he can be very popular and beloved. Michael will develop a deep sense of
justice and will always defend the rights of others, often voluntarily. While seeking his inner balance, Michael can

be somewhat excessive and also indecisive when he has to make choices. This astrological position will bring
happiness in marriage.

Jupiter in 5th house:

     Michael will tend to live his life in opulence and may tend to go overboard. Among his likings are sports,
creative activities, and romances. Michael can be lucky in games and in businesses that have to do with

speculation. This astrological position generally brings many children, who will bring him happiness and will
benefit him also. Other traits associated with this position are restlessness, worry, and sensuality.

Jupiter Conjunction Neptune:

     Michael will have a big imagination and it will be expressed in many creative fields. He must learn not to over
indulge, but rather to take advantage of his musical, artistic, and visionary inspiration. Michael will be sympathetic

and idealistic and will show an interest in religion and in mysticism.  He can live in a world of fantasies and never

face his everyday problems.

Jupiter Sextile Pluto:

     Michael will express enthusiasm and vitality in his actions, and everybody will be affected by his energy.
Michael will have great organizing power and can excel in professions related to business, politics or education.
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He will be interested in almost everything, and there will be no limits to his possibilities. Michael will be a positive,

constructive and successful person.

Neptune in 5th house:

     Michael will be very romantic and will have great creative potential. He will also tend to dramatize the

situations he experiences and to idealize the people he loves. His romances will be complex and unconventional;
most likely, Michael will experience a deeply passionate but heartbreaking and impossible love. His approach to

life will be childlike and he will try to have fun at every moment. It will be important for him to be more realistic

and objective in his judgments.
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*** Chapter 3 ***

Paternal figure: authority, power, capacity to assume

responsibilities and to defend oneself in life.

Sun in 4th house:

     Michael will be attached to his home. It will be his shelter, and also the place where he recharges his energy
to face the world. His parents will be very important to him, especially his mother, with whom he will always be

very close. This astrological position can weaken the influence of his father, whose role in raising him may not be

very remarkable; sometimes the father is physically absent from the home. Michael's father must balance this
influence, acting with more authority and presence. Michael will be a person with deep emotions who seeks

peace and harmony in his life. Success will come with maturity, but Michael will always be vital and proud of the

life he is living.

Sun Conjunction Pluto:

     He will have strong desires and aspirations for every aspect of his life: physical, mental, and spiritual. Michael
can show some types of behavior which may indicate an obsession with his objectives. He will not be an easy
person to handle. As he has great authority and enough assertiveness to impose it, parents will not find it easy to

control him. Michael will feel comfortable with a father or relative who shows strength, as he will use him as an

example in forming his own personality. Michael may be very intolerant and very selfish, and probably he will
frequently fight with his father. However, Michael will accept things if they are logical; he will respect a coherent
and firm authority, and will soften up with demonstrations of love. Michael will be passionate, and his feelings will

be very deep and long lasting. It is very important not to lie to him, as he is very intuitive and will realize it.

Sun Sextile Neptune:

     Michael will be a visionary, an idealistic, and intuitive person. This energy can be channeled through musical
or literary expression, although his perception can also take him to areas like investments, research, etc. Michael
will be very romantic; his life will be full of visions and ideals which will be fulfilled little by little. He will be

dedicated to his home and family, because he will always need a harmonious place where his spirit can find
peace.

Saturn in Sagittarius:

     Believing only in principles which have been proven over time, Michael will be very conservative in many
areas of life. He will be very involved with religion, philosophy, and higher education. Michael will be

independent and sharp; he will persistently seek justice and truth. He will be intellectually disciplined and will have
great powers of concentration, which, along with his devotion to his work, will enable him to get whatever he

wants. Michael will consider his own reputation and social situation very important. He can excel in teaching,

politics, or public speaking. His great sense of justice can be easily offended, and Michael will show great

resentment.

Saturn in 7th house:

     Michael will have a great desire to be with his father and to share everything with him. If he does not receive
all the attention he needs, he will suffer from a fear of being rejected, a tendency to feel lonely, and will attempt to

compensate by being with someone older. In the future there may be a big difference between his age and his

mate's. It will be better for him to delay marriage until he is mature and more experienced. Michael will be very

clever and will have excellent abilities working with the public. He will need time to be alone and to recharge his
batteries. He will take marriage very seriously and will work hard to make it succeed.
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Saturn Trine Uranus:

     Michael will have great will power, much initiative and never- ending determination. He will be able to

combine his practical abilities with his intuition and will need to work independently. Michael will be very

sensible; he will have management ability and will be persistent in achieving his objectives. He will possess an

inner balance between the old and the new, between authority and his own freedom. Michael will fulfill his duties
responsibly but he will always try to emphasize his independence. He will direct his creative energy effectively

and will be a tenacious hard worker.

Mars in Taurus:

     Michael will be very obstinate, practical, determined, and very secure. Once he knows which way he wants

to go, nothing will change his mind. Michael will work very carefully and slowly, but the results will always be

very good. He can have good aptitude for handicrafts or other manual activities. Michael will be very stubborn
and he will feel uncomfortable if someone wants to change the natural rhythm of his movements. He will love

acquiring things and will be very possessive of them. Michael will tend to be very possessive with people too,
and jealousy will not be uncommon in Michael's relationships. It will be very important for him to express his
anger while it is happening, because his natural tendency is to keep everything to himself, and then to explode

when he can not hold it anymore. He will depend on his own energies to earn money and will have many

possessions which will give him security and comfort.

Mars in 12th house

     Michael could feel his energy is being held back or limited somehow or he could have difficulty expressing his

dynamic or aggressive nature freely. This repression could cause health problems or behavioral inconsistencies.
Michael must learn to express his aggressiveness in a constructive and open way, so he will not need to fear the

consequences. It is probable that Michael will be involved with assistance to the needy or helping the
handicapped, and he could also be a good administrator in this field. He will be very reserved and will keep
secrets well, which could make him a good investigator or detective.

Uranus in 3rd house:

     Michael will be very intelligent and his ideas will be unusual. He will be tuned in to his era and will be very

inventive and scientific. He will communicate his ideas in an unconventional manner and he could excel in writing
or speaking. His sharp mind will allow him to be a very good investigator. Michael will be very different from his
brothers and/or sisters; it is probable that he could experience unexpected and abrupt periods of distance from

them. Michael's ideas will not be totally understood by the people around him (neighbors, relatives, etc.) and he
could suffer ridicule and disapproval. It is also probable that Michael will be very inconsistent with his studies and

he may change schools many times.

Pluto in 4th house:

     All the experiences that Michael has at home will be deeply marked in his unconscious and will constantly

appear in his life.  Michael will be attached, willingly or not, to the stricter parent; even when grownup, he will

need to consult him/her or get his/her approval. This could cause dependency and a lack of self-confidence. It is
also probable that he could become wealthy as an adult.
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*** Chapter 4 ***

Mentality: intelligence, studies and capacity for

communication.

Mercury in Leo:

     His mind will be dynamic, intense, and rigid. He will be decisive and show pride in his ideas; Michael will be
persevering, and will become stubborn and inflexible if someone contradicts him. Michael will enjoy organizing

and leading people. He will put energy and enthusiasm into his plans, which will usually be sound and successful.

Michael will want to know everything about everything and will like being known for that; he could be a bit vain
and arrogant. His communication will be frank and open. He will display his emotions and thoughts, often in an

exaggerated manner, and play everything as though it were theater to make his experiences more dramatic and

thus capture everybody's attention. Michael will have a great sense of humor and a great creativity which will give

him the ability to excel in any job that calls for contact with the public. He will learn and study more if he is

challenged or if his personal pride is affected. Michael will like being number one in everything always, and will
put all his energies into achieving this position. He could get angry quite easily and will be aggressive in defending

his honor. If parents help Michael by stimulating and making his self-esteem more secure, he will be a very
successful person.

Mercury in 4th house:

     Michael will be interested in learning history and searching out his ancestors and roots, using both his family
and society as sources of information. He will enjoy collecting things like stamps, coins, or books. His mental

restlessness is a result of trying to understand his own emotions and feelings. Also, he could show interest in
earthy subjects like geology, archaeology, agriculture, etc. His ideas will be strongly influenced by his family.

Whatever he learns as a child will stay with him all his life. Most likely Michael will change his residence many
times and will also have a busy home life.

Mercury Conjunction Pluto:

     Michael's mind will be very deep, subtle, persuasive, and always attracted to extreme situations. He will be
very persevering and tenacious with his own goals and will be fascinated with the unknown and inexplicable

things. Most likely Michael will hold on to his ideas with a sort of fanaticism and inflexibility. His verbal
aggressiveness and rudeness make it easy for him to have arguments and disagreements with his friends.

Nevertheless, he will be very convincing with his thoughts and will excel in research, chemistry, surgery, or
exploration.

Mercury Square Mars:

     Michael will be very aggressive and impulsive when expressing his opinions. Michael will lose his temper quite

easily and will show his dislikes openly. He will have a very competitive spirit and will enjoy discussion and

argument, though sometimes his vocabulary will be inappropriate and he could easily gain some enemies. Michael

must learn to moderate himself, to think before doing things, and also to express his opinions more diplomatically.
When Michael gets very angry, he must stay away from tools or machines, as he is inclined to have accidents.

Mercury Sextile Jupiter:

     Michael will be a very tolerant, generous, and optimistic person. He will always see the positive side of every

situation; he will be very respectful of the traditions and opinions of others. Michael will have the ability to

organize and to plan large enterprises. He will enjoy travelling and any other activity which could help to expand
his mind. It will be easy for him to communicate with people and to learn other languages.
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Cancer on 3rd house cusp:

     Michael will have a very rich imagination and many fantasies. His reasoning will never be totally cold or

detached from his emotions; on the contrary, his heart will guide his mind, and most of his decisions will be

intuitive. Most likely he will not decide early on what his career will be. He will probably change his mind many

times, but he will persevere once he identifies the right choice. Michael must receive a lot of support and
emotional stimulation to study, because he may not apply himself without encouragement. His imagination will

make him perfect for creative jobs and he could be an artist or an inventor.
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*** Chapter 5 ***

Destiny: vocation, profession, probability of success and

social recognition.

Aquarius-Pisces MC

     Michael's destiny will lead him to choose a profession involved with living things: humans, animals, or plants.
His observations will always be scientific and he will be concerned with the well-being of the species. He will

enjoy research and investigating new ways to make life better. Michael will be very interested in ecology. His

destiny will also lead him into artistic fields such as cinema, theater, and TV; if he were not an artist, he could be
a journalist specializing in arts and entertainment. Generally, Michael will not be interested in a traditional long-

term career. He will not be very patient with authority figures or having to follow time-tables and routines. He will

have a great practical sense which will allow him to find a job which pays well without limiting his freedom.

During the second portion of his life he will earn much money and will travel much more.

     His career choice may be one of the following professions or a combination of some of them: veterinary

medicine, agronomy, research, botany, journalism, speaker, dramatist, singer, dancer, consultant, musician,
psychologist, etc., or any other activity which does not bear a specific label or is not restrictive in any way.

     Michael's home life could be confusing for him. The paternal image could be very strict, while the maternal

one could be very idealistic. Michael could show a deep love for one of his parents and a total indifference for
the other one. In spite of his rebelliousness, he will always seek his parents' approval. People born under the
signs of Aquarius and Pisces will have a strong influence on his destiny.
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*** Chapter 6 ***

Health: probable physical problems and recommendations for

diet and nutrition.

Sun in Virgo:

     Virgo rules the intestinal system, the gall bladder, the colon, and the duodenum. Michael will be very sensitive
and very open to suggestion regarding illness and health. It will be better for him not to visit places where sick

people are; he should avoid talking about illness. His predisposition to hypochondria will often make him suffer

illness he has created himself. Michael will think he is ill, even when he is more than healthy. The good thing about
this is that Michael will pay attention to his health and nutrition, and will follow the diets and treatments

prescribed. His regular problems will be intestinal, like colic, diarrhea, constipation, malnutrition, or parasites.

     In order to be healthy, Michael will have to consider the following advice: he will have to avoid elements

which irritate the intestinal system, especially spicy things, alcohol, legumes, and fermented cheese; he will have to
avoid fried or oily foods; he will have to practice a quiet sport, like golf, croquet, etc.; he will have to eat calmly

and peacefully, chewing slowly and dissolving the food quite well before swallowing it; he will have to have a
relaxing hobby; he will have to help his intestinal system by eating plain yogurt with no sugar, liquefying vegetables
before eating them, and avoiding meat and especially pork; he will have to walk a lot outdoors and also have a

group activity which allows him to be in touch with positive and creative people.

Saturn in Sagittarius:

     This astrological position could bring chronic problems with sciatica, dislocation of the pelvis, lumbago,
rheumatism, problems with the hips, or insufficient breathing which will require some exercises to help the

oxygenation of the whole organism.

Scorpio on 6th house cusp:

     The short term problems related to Michael's health could originate from the lack of digestive enzymes or

Vitamin B-13. His most common problems will probably be provoked by metabolic or genetic changes, irregular
production of white and red globules, endocrine problems, illness in the nasal mucous and cartilages, infections in

the genitals, etc.

     In order to prevent these problems, Michael should include in his diet: peas, alfalfa, spinach, asparagus, beet,
endives, potato, broccoli, lettuce, carrots, tomato, onion, garlic, avocado, plum, yogurt, cream cheese, eggs, bee
pollen, and fish, especially tuna.

     The long term problems related to Michael's health could originate from the excessive sugar and starches in

the diet, by the lack of Vitamins E and P, niacin, copper, and chromium. His most problematic area will be the

throat and neck, with tonsillitis, angina, inflammations, loss of voice, polyps, etc. being common complaints.

     It will be very important to replace white sugar with a substitute like honey, non-refined sugar, rice molasses,
etc. Michael should add to his diet: fresh fruits (of the season), brown rice, wheat germ, raisins, peanut butter,

etc. Moderation with sweets is advised. It will also be very important for him to have an outdoor physical

activity, in order to oxygenate the blood sufficiently.

Mars in 12th house:

     Michael could have problems with infections, inflammations, hemorrhages, burns, fractures, bruises, and
muscular pains. He should learn to restrain any kind of precipitate or violent reaction, as these may be the
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underlying cause of his physical diseases. Also, he should find a positive way to express his aggressiveness,

directing his great energy into a constructive outlet.
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*** Chapter 7 ***

Generational influence: ideas and feelings common to

your child's age group.

Uranus in Leo:

     Michael belongs to a generation of people who show great will, pride, and selfishness. His group will rebel
against authority in every way. Parents, as well as teachers, will have problems trying to dominate and control the

children of his generation. On the other hand, Michael will show great creativity, originality, and freedom in art.

He will have great confidence in his ideas and his ego will be strong. Michael will have unconventional and
different opinions about humanity. He will have to learn to be disciplined; otherwise, he could be inconstant in the

pursuit of his goals.

Neptune in Scorpio:

     Michael's generation will be characterized by interest in occult sciences and the mysteries of life and by the

investigation of those mysteries. They will have a great imagination and a psychic sensitivity; they will also show a
preference for mystery and horror movies and as well as those showing deep and complex emotions. As a part
of his generation, Michael will be magnetic, very emotional, and will possess a great regenerative capacity. He

will have to find a free way of expressing his emotions, as they will be very intense and complex; this also

includes his sexual activity, which could include much fantasy. As a consequence of a lack of realism, Michael
could suffer from some disappointment in this area of his life.

Neptune Sextile Pluto:

     Michael will have great creative and artistic ability. Also, he will fight against injustice and will try to reform the
legislative system. His intuition will be powerful and will compel him to study and uncover the secrets of nature.

Most likely, his ideas about freedom or the way he will use his mystic knowledge will not be totally understood;
however, his interest in this matter will not vanish.

Pluto in Virgo:

     Michael's generation will try to establish a perfect order, rejecting all ugly, untidy, dirty, or grotesque things.
 They will develop a clear idea of what is wrong and what is right. They will be conservative, and in spite of some

rebellious people who will show their disagreement, order will be the most important thing during this period.
Also, medicine, nutrition, ecology, and education will be areas of interest. As a part of this group, Michael will
show an analytical, inventive, and technical aptitude, and may be a perfectionist. He will be interested in

psychiatry, medicine, and business; he could be very critical and puritanical.
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